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ABSTRACT
We describe the (chiral) BRST-cohomology of matter with central charge 1 < cM < 25
coupled to a “Liouville” theory, realized as a free field with a background charge QL such that
cM + cL = 26. We consider two cases:
a) matter is realized by one free field with an imaginary background charge,
b) matter is realized by D free fields: cM = D.
In case a) the cohomology states can be labelled by integers r, s of a rotated cM = 1 theory,
but hermiticity imposes r = s. Thus there is still a discrete set of momenta pM (r, r), pL(r, r)
such that there are non-trivial (relative) cohomology states at level r2 with ghost-numbers 0
or 1 (for r > 0) and ghost-numbers 0 or −1 (for r < 0). The (chiral) ground ring is isomorphic
to a subring of the cM = 1 theory which is (xy)
n, n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and there are no non-trivial
currents acting on the ground ring.
In case b) there is no non-trivial relative cohomology for non-zero ghost numbers and, for
zero ghost number, the cohomology groups are isomorphic to a (D − 1)-dimensional on-shell
“transverse” Fock space. The only exceptions are at level 1 for vanishing matter momentum
and pL = QL(1 + r) with r = ±1, where one has one more ghost-number zero and a ghost-
number r cohomology state.
All these results follow quite easily from the existing literature.
⋆ on leave of absence from Laboratoire de Physique The´orique de l’Ecole Normale Supe´rieure,
24 rue Lhomond, 75231 Paris Cedex 05, France (unite´ propre du CNRS)
1. Introduction
Whereas the BRST-cohomology for critical strings has been computed already some time
ago [1-4], it is only quite recently that it has been worked out for non-critical strings with
matter central charge cM ≤ 1 [5,6]. The basic assumption is that 2D gravity coupled to
cM ≤ 1 matter can be described in the conformal gauge by coupling the matter theory to a
free Liouville field with imaginary background charge. A very interesting structure has emerged
where cohomology states with non-zero ghost-numbers lead to a ground ring and those with
zero ghost-numbers to symmetries of that ground ring [7]. This structure has been used to
obtain non-trivial information about correlations functions [8].
This analysis was restricted to cM ≤ 1. It is very interesting to know what happens if
1 < cM < 25. In fact, the results follow quite easily from the analysis of refs. 4, 5 and 7, but
since we are not aware in the literature of any explicit discussion of this BRST-cohomology
for 1 < cM < 25, we found it nevertheless worthwhile to spell out the results in this note. We
will consider two cases:
a) The matter sector is realized by one free field with an imaginary background charge
QM : cM = 1− 12Q
2
M > 1.
b) The matter sector is realized by D free fields (with euclidean or minkowskian signature):
cM = D.
Of course we could also consider the more general case of D free fields, one of which has
a background charge. However, by a rotation in field space we may reduce this again to case
b), and we will comment briefly on this situation after analysing case b).
The results we find are those announced in the abstract. Note that we always refer to the
relative cohomology Hnrel (for one chiral sector
†
), i.e. we only consider states annihilated by
the anti-ghost zero-mode b0. The absolute cohomology then is simply H
n
abs ≃ H
n
rel ⊕ c0H
n
rel.
In a certain sense, these results are quite disappointing, since one might have hoped that
some particular BRST-cohomolgy might occur in the special dimensions put forward in refs.
10. Although the approach of refs. 10 advocates the use of two sets of oscillators in the
† The non-chiral, i.e. closed string cohomology involves some subleties [9], and we will not discuss it here
explicitly.
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same Fock space of the Liouville sector, related by a complicated transformation, (instead of
using screening operators), the Fock spaces used (for each pL) are the same as in our analysis.
Thus our results are applicable and we conclude that, as far as only the BRST-cohomology is
concerned, nothing special happens at the special dimensions of refs. 10.
In the present note, we will try as much as possible to remain within the Fock space
approach of ref. 5 which we believe to be the most physical one (although some arguments
could be short-cut by using the results of ref. 4).
2. Matter is one free field with an imaginary
background charge QM (case a).
Formally, the analysis of the BRST-cohomology proceeds exactly as in ref. 5, henceforth
referred to as BMP,
‡
for the product of the matter and Liouville Fock spaces F(pM)⊗F(pL),
but now the matter background charge is imaginary, whereas in BMP it was real. However,
as far as the BRST-cohomology is concerned, the whole analysis is insensitive to the actual
value of the background charges QM , QL (only constrained by Q
2
M + Q
2
L = −2 to ensure
cM + cL = 26). As a result, we know that non-trivial cohomology states appear at level rs
(≥ 0) with r, s non-zero integers, iff pL = pL(r, s), pM = pM (r, s) with
pL(r, s)−QL = QL
r + s
2
− iQM
r − s
2
pM (r, s)−QM = QM
r + s
2
+ iQL
r − s
2
.
(2.1)
Then there is always one (relative) cohomology state with zero ghost-number and one with
ghost-number sign(r)=sign(s). (For r or s zero, there is only a ghost-number zero cohomology
state: the corresponding Fock space vacuum.) For cM ≤ 1, QM was real and QL imaginary,
hence pM (r, s) was real and pL(r, s) imaginary, which was appropriate for hermiticity. Now,
for 1 < cM < 25, we have QM and QL imaginary and for general r, s we get complex pM (r, s)
and pL(r, s). This implies that, in general for pL = pL(r, s), pM = pM (r, s), the matter and
Liouville stress tensors are not hermitian separately, only their sum is. We believe, however,
that it is a reasonable physical requirement to impose hermiticity separately on the matter
‡ We use the same notations and conventions as BMP.
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stress tensor TM and on the Liouville one TL. Let us briefly discuss the consequences of this
requirement.
Consider one free field with background charge Q and Virasoro generators
Ln =
1
2
∑
m 6=0,n : aman−m : + (p− (n + 1)Q) an (2.2)
where p ≡ a0. Since the dual of the Fock space F(p) is isomorphic to F(2Q− p), hermiticity
means
Ln(p)
† = L−n(2Q− p) . (2.3)
Comparing the quadratic terms simply implies a†n = ±a−n while comparing the linear terms
implies the following:
Q real ⇒ a†n = −a−n , p
∗ = p
Q imaginary ⇒ a†n = +a−n , p
∗ = −p .
(2.4)
We see that hermiticity requires that p is real if Q is real and p is imaginary if Q is imaginary.
Going back to our case of interest, QM and QL imaginary, we conclude that pM and pL
should be imaginary. From eq. (2.1) we see that pM (r, s) and pL(r, s) are imaginary only for
r = s:
hermiticity ⇒ r = s . (2.5)
Thus, in the hermitian case, we have non-trivial cohomology iff
pL = pL(r, r) = QL(r + 1)
pM = pM (r, r) = QM (r + 1) .
(2.6)
In these cases the cohomology states (with ghost-numbers 0 and 1 for r > 0 and 0 and −1 for
r < 0, and 0 for r = 0) are formally (i.e. when expressed in terms of QM , QL) the same as
those constructed by BMP.
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Just as in refs. 7, 11, we may now construct fields Ψr,r (r < 0) forming a (chiral) ground
ring
§
and currents Jr,r acting on the ground ring. One finds that the (chiral) ground ring is
simply isomorphic to the ring of non-negative integers (with the addition)
Ψr,rΨr′,r′ = Ψr+r′+1,r+r′+1 (2.7)
(modulo BRST commutators), and that the currents act trivially:
Jr,r (Ψr′,r′) = 0 . (2.8)
Probably the easiest way to see that this must be true is to remember
¶
that we may
perform a rotation (with real coefficients) in the space of the two fields φM and φL to obtain
new fields φ˜M and φ˜L such that φ˜M is a c = 1 (matter) field and φ˜L a c = 25 (Liouville) field.
Then eq. (2.1) implies p˜M =
1√
2
(s− r). From our discussion above we know that hermiticity
of the cM > 1 matter stress tensor requires r = s, which we now interpret as p˜M = 0. In
other words, the cohomology of hermitian matter with 1 < cM < 25 is isomorphic to the one
of the p˜M = 0 sector of the cM = 1 theory. Of course, we can rotate back the results of
Witten on the ground ring and symmetry currents [7] after restriction to this p˜M = 0 (r = s)
sector. The only elements of the ground ring xnym (in the notation of ref. 7) that survive
the projection are those with n = m, and the projected ground ring is indeed isomorphic to
the ring of non-negative integers. The chiral symmetry currents of the cM = 1 theory act as
∂h(x,y)
∂x
∂
∂y −
∂h(x,y)
∂y
∂
∂x , but this can never map (xy)
n to (xy)m. Hence the symmetry currents
that survive the projection must all be represented by zero when acting on the projected
ground ring. Of course, we may check this directly in the original cM > 1 theory: Jr,r and
Ψr,r carry momenta pL = QL(r+1), pM = QM (r+1). Thus e.g., a priori, J0,0 (Ψ−2,−2) must
be proportional to the identity Ψ−1,−1. Computing the OPE explicitly we see indeed that the
various contributions (proportional to the identity) cancel among each other and we obtain
zero.
To conclude, hermiticity restricts us to r = s. The chiral ground ring is isomorphic to
(xy)n, n = −(r + 1) ≥ 0, while all chiral symmetry currents Jr′,r′ act trivially (= 0) on the
ground ring.
§ We only consider the chiral ground ring here. Extending the discussion to the full non-chiral ground ring
along the lines of refs. 7 and 9 is straightforward.
¶ We thank E. Witten for reminding us of this fact.
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3. Matter is D free fields: cM = D (case b).
Consider now D free fields (without background charge) with euclidean or minkowskian
signature. As we will see, the signature is without influence on the result of the analysis.
Although the results can be quite easily be foreseen from the vanishing theorem of ref. 4, we
wish to stay within the framework of Fock spaces as far as possible.
We will label the (real) matter momentum by p with components pi, i = 1, . . . , D and
assume first that p 6= 0. Our strategy is to show that we can always chose coordinates
such that the BMP analysis becomes particularly simple. In particular we may assume that
p+ = 1√
2
(p1 + ip2) is non vanishing. We further define a
±
n =
1√
2
(a1n ± ia
2
n).
Recall that non-trivial cohomology is only possible on-shell, i.e. for zero eigenvalue of
L0 = {b0, d}, b0 being the anti-ghost zero-mode and d the BRST operator
∗
. The L0 = 0
condition reads
1
2(pL −QL)
2 − 12Q
2
L +
1
2p
2 +R − 1 = 0 (3.1)
where R is the total level operator (matter plus Liouville plus ghosts) and
Q2L = −
25−D
12
. (3.2)
We will consider the relative cohomology which is the cohomology on the subspace of the Fock
space annihilated by b0 (and L0). On this subspace, the BRST operator d = c0L0 − b0M + dˆ
reduces to dˆ (note dˆ2 = 0). Following BMP, we break up dˆ into three pieces, dˆ = dˆ0+ dˆ1+ dˆ2,
of definite degrees 0, 1 and 2 where we define the degree by
deg(a+n ) = deg(cn) = 1
deg(a−n ) = deg(bn) = −1 (n 6= 0)
(3.3)
and assign degree zero to all other operators and to the Fock space vacua. The benefit of all
this is that
dˆ0 = p
+
∑
n6=0
c−na−n (3.4)
is particularly simple, and that in the present case it turns out to be enough to investigate the
∗ Indeed, if L0ψ = hψ and dψ = 0 then for h 6= 0 we have ψ = (1/h)L0ψ = d(b0ψ/h).
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cohomology of dˆ0. Indeed, one has the following theorem (BMP) [5] (Ck denotes the subspace
of degree k):
Theorem: If for each ghost-number n the cohomology classes Hn(Ck, dˆ0) are non-zero for
at most one degree k, then Hn(Ck, dˆ0) and H
n(Ck, dˆ) are isomorphic.
Now, by the usual trick, the cohomology of dˆ0 is very easily obtained by observing that
the operator K = 1p+
∑
n6=0 bna
+
−n satisfies the following anticommutation relation with dˆ0:
{dˆ0, K} =
∑
n6=0
(
a+−na
−
n + nc−nbn
)
≡ Rˆ . (3.5)
By precisely the same argument as for L0 we now conclude that non-trivial dˆ0-cohomology can
only occur for zero eigenvalue of Rˆ. Thus the cohomology states are all vectors in the Fock
space that contain neither ghost nor a± excitations. These are ghost number zero states made
up from an arbitrary number of Liouville and ai, i = 3, . . .D oscillators such that the on-shell
condition (3.1) is satisfied. Since all these states have zero degree, the above-cited theorem
does apply and the dˆ0 and dˆ cohomologies are isomorphic. For R a non-negative integer, let
PD−1(R) denote the number of states at level R in a Fock space obtained by applying D − 1
sets of oscillators a−n to the vacuum. (This is the coefficient of qR in
∏∞
n=1(1− q
n)1−D.) Let
further PD−1(R) equal zero whenever R is not a non-negative integer. Then we may state the
result for the dˆ cohomology - which is in fact the relative d cohomology - as
dimHnrel(F(pL)⊗F(p), d) = δn0 PD−1(R) (p 6= 0) (3.6)
where R = R(pL, p) is determined from the L0 = 0 condition (3.1). Note that the Ln and
hence d are rotation/Lorentz invariant in D− 1 dimension and that the result (3.6), as well as
the d cohomology states, are, of course, independent of our special choice of coordinates.
It remains to consider the case p = 0. Then the above construction of dˆ0 and K breaks
down. We may now define p+(n) = 1√
2
(p1 + i(pL − (n + 1)QL)) =
i√
2
(pL − (n + 1)QL) and
a±n =
1√
2
(a1n ± ia
L
n) and assign degrees again by eq. (3.3). Then
dˆ0 =
∑
n6=0
p+(n)c−na−n . (3.7)
If p+(n) is non-vanishing for all non-zero integers n, i.e. if pL 6= QL(r + 1), r ∈ Z( 6= 0), we
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may construct the corresponding K operator (K =
∑
n6=0
1
p+(n)bna
+
−n) and conclude as above
to obtain eq. (3.6).
However, for pL = QL(r + 1), we have to exclude the term n = r from K and the dˆ0
cohomology states now may contain br or a
−
r (for r < 0) and c−r or a
+
−r (for r > 0) [5]
in addition to the ai−m, i = 2, . . .D oscillators. Thus, in general, the dˆ0 cohomology is not
confined to a single degree and the above theorem cannot be applied; we have to obtain the
dˆ cohomology in a different way. This will be the only case where we will go beyond the pure
Fock space approach and use the vanishing theorem of ref. 4.
Note first that for p = 0, pL = QL(r + 1) the L0 = 0 condition becomes
25−D
24
(r2 − 1) = R− 1 . (3.8)
Thus, for given D and r, there is not always an integer solution for the level R where non-
trivial cohomology may occur, If there isn’t we just have no non-trivial cohomology at all for
the corresponding pL. We see also from eq. (3.8) that (for D 6= 1) we always have r
2 > R,
except for r2 = R = 1. In the latter case pL = 0 or 2QL and we know that the Liouville and
matter Verma modules have null vectors LL−1|p > and L
M
−1|p > at level r
2 = 1 that vanish
in the Fock space (or in the dual Fock space). So the level of the (vanishing) null vectors
coincides with the level selected by the on-shell condition (3.8) and the vanishing theorem of
ref. 4 does no longer apply (V is not a free L−-module). New cohomology states with non-zero
ghost-numbers are possible. Explicitly we find the cohomology states
ai−1|pL = QL(1 + r), p = 0 > r = ±1 ,
b−1|pL = 0, p = 0 > (r = −1) ,
c−1|pL = 2QL, p = 0 > (r = +1) .
(3.9)
We see that with respect to the case of non-zero matter momentum or pL 6= QL(1+ r) we find
an extra ghost-number zero and a ghost-number r(= ±1) cohomology state.
For r2 > 1 (and 1 < D < 25),
⋆
the level R selected by the L0 = 0 condition (3.8) is always
smaller than the level r2 at which the Liouville null vector occurs. Thus, up to level R < r2
⋆ Note that there is no possible integer solution R for r = 0 and the range of D we are considering.
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there are no Liouville null vectors. This is enough to conclude that the combined Liouville
plus matter system has no null vectors up to level R except when dealing with a state without
Liouville excitations. Then we must still check for matter null states. In the matter sector,
we have a representation of the Virasoro algebra with 1 < cM < 25 and highest weight h = 0.
We know from the Kac determinant formula that, in this range of c, hr′s′ (with r
′s′ > 0 since
otherwise there are no null states) equals zero only for r′ = s′ = ±1, and the (matter) null
vector is just the obvious LM−1|p = 0 >. The latter case corresponds to the extra cohomology
states at level one discussed above (since these states are on shell only for pL = 0, 2QL).
Thus there are no null vectors of the combined Liouville plus matter system for p = 0 and
pL = QL(r + 1) with r 6= ±1 at any level less than r
2.
The BRST operator d does not change the (total) level R of a state. In particular, if we
have a state ψ of level R, then the determination of whether dψ = 0 or whether ψ = dχ
only involves elements of the (matter plus Liouville) Verma module of levels R′ with R′ ≤ R.
Now, since there are no null vectors in the (matter plus Liouville) Verma module at any level
R′ ≤ R < r2, we conclude that we may apply the vanishing theorem of ref. 4.† As a result, for
r 6= ±1 there is no non-trivial cohomology at non-zero ghost-number, and the dimensions of
the zero ghost-number cohomology groups are again given by equation (3.6) where R ≡ R(r)
is given by the on-shell condition (3.8).
Finally, one might wish to consider the more general situation of D free matter fields one
of which (called φM ) has a background charge QM (real or imaginary). By a rotation in
field space we may always reduce this to the case studied above with Q˜L = i
(
25−D
12
)1/2
as
before. Thus the cohomology is again described by eq. (3.6) except for the appearance of
extra cohomology states (like (3.9)) at level one when p˜ = 0 and p˜L = Q˜L(1+ r) with r = ±1,
which translates into pL = QL(1 + r) and pM = QM (1 + r) (r = ±1), and all other pi = 0, in
terms of the original (unrotated) momenta.
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